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ABSTRACT

The possibility of considering higher-derivative gravity as

a therapy to the causal pathologies of Gcidel-type universes is in

vestigated. As a corsequence an unusual cosmological solution is

obtained.
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The re-r-K-fit surge of interest in the so-called Lodel-tyce

universes constitutes an apparent puzzle concerning gravity re

search since, as it is well known, Codel's original work

dates back to I9a9. What is it about these models that attracts

so much attention? Perhaps the answer lies on the fact that, in

general , the arorementioned space-times admit closec timelike

curves. In truth, it is difficult to resist to the appealing

idea of traveling into one's own past and thus conceivably

influencing one's own history!

In the last few years a respectable effort has been d£

voted to the investigation of Godel-type models that are homoge

neous in space and time (hereafter called ST homogeneous) !

Recently, Rebou';as and Tiomno have showed that the causaH

ty features of these ST homogeneous Riemannian manif:lds depend

on two independent parameters: m and ft. Only in case m* = t*:!1

there is no breakdown of causality of Gõdel-type . They have

also found the first exact Gòdel-type solution of Einstein's

equations descriDing a completely causal ST homogeneous rotat^

ing universe, corresponding to the limiting case m' = 4fl*. Their

solution is generated by a massless scalar field.More recently,

Rebouças et al. have shown that the limiting case m1 - oil1

is the sole Gòdel-type solution of the algebraic tachyon fluid

type.

On the other hand, the well-known difficulties concern

ing the construction of a correct quantum version for General

Relatí íty have led to the study of alternative theories of grav

nation, in particular the R • R' theory of gravity has been

suggested as a possible solution to the infinities plagueing

the quantization of General Relativity1l'-15' rhis higher-



-aerivative gravity tneory is defined by the action

/* M pv m

• here a ana 3 are dimensionless coupling constants (.in natural

inits), * ana A are the Einstein and cosmological constants,

respectively, and L^ is the matter Lagrangian density.The

sponjent field equations are given by

G ^ - T , (2)

G..u = 7 <R,.u - 5 R 9 , J * 7 9,

a(-R2g • 4RR - 4g DR t 4V 7 R) (3)

- R ^Rp0g • 4R ft R
pG - g DR • 25 í R)

Tn slewing interesting question can now be posed:

Is r ir.her-aerivative gravity a good-therapy to the causal

patn; ogies of ST homogeneous Gòdel-type universes?

T jnsaer this question we must find, first of all, a

clas: of exact solutions of the higher-derivative field equ^

tion:, concerning the ST homogeneous Gòdel-type models. To ace cm

pli^r this, me make use of the fact that the necessary and su£

ficicnt cór.aHions to a Gòdel-type metric, i.e.,

ds* = [at • H(r)d*]a - D1(r)d»i - dra - d/J, (A;

Lc vr>ace-ti(T,e nomogeneous are
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-'- - cur»;»t = 2£i, -ry - const = m* . (5)

The ^ÜUILK of cui tjtümetry is supposed to be a per fect

f l u i d » iUi unt?rg> density p and pressure p. An observer comoving

with tit.- i l u i d is js*..uniej to have the four-veloci t /

v" - ò"G . (6)

0

We con sho* now that the higher-derivative fiela equa

tions concerning the model under consideration resace to the

follo*ir,y set of equations

H - u /\ •»• 4ii (at3(2) - 2m I2a + p) • A / K , 17J

. ( 9 )

In aider to have physically significant solutions we

must ijudrantee the posir.ivity of energy and pressure.Consequent

ly A ii..jst be bounded within tne interval

* a3/H , d o )

whicd implies that

:--..;>(.it3uJ t ii'/« - Oin'u'U'fi) = 0 . (11)



ü

Ir» the integration of Eqs. (7)-(9) three cases arise,

according to whether m1 is •>, < or = 0. Taking into account

that we are interested in completely causal solutions only, we

restrict our discussion to the m2 > 0 carse.

The metric is then given by

ds1 = dtl • jjpr sinh2t^)dtdt - dr2 - dz z

( )[( 2 D sinhM — ) - ijd>íj, (1?)

and the following inequality holds

bit*/* = mJ/x - 32íí̂ (a + 38) • 40 m'ii2 (a + B) - 4m4(2j^:). (13)

New the completely causal ST homogeneous models of the

Godei-type are characterized by ID' = 4i;7, as we have already

mentioned. Undoubtedly, the solution m* = 4íí* is compatible

with ( 1 3 ) . It follows then from (9) and (11) that

Fron Eqs. (7) and (8) we get

~, p = p = 0. (15)

we have thus succeeded in finding a completely cousrj] universe

of the Gõdel-type in the framework of hlrjhf-T -rler ivot i vc gravity .

An interesting feature of this solution is that it tins both the

energy density and pressure equal to zero, und it is thus a vacu

um solution «ith the symmetries of the fiode] universe ''counting
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the cosTological constant as "vacuum"). As such, it is a rather

unusual vacuum solution, having no analogue in the context of the

standard General Relativity. It is also interesting oecause it

relates Newton's constant, a, P, and the value of t-ie ccsrcologi^

cal constant. Consequently it stablishes a connection between the

microph/sics and macrophysics.

Let us now look over carefully the metric corresponding to

our model. From Eqs. (12) and (1ft) we get the following line ele

ment

ds2 = [dt * I sinh1 (ilr)dt]1 - dr» - dz1

- -~ sinhJ(2flr)d*2. (16)

We introduce new coordinates * and R defined by

<F = • - fit,

f.R -- sinner) , (17)

and rewrite the metric for the hyperbolic family cf space-times

( 16) in the form

Thio metric is nothing but a trivial embedding or* the 3-dimen

sional anti-de Sitter metric in the 4-dimensional space-time. The

reTore LNe existence of such solution is not so surprising in

terms of the higher-derivative theory.
i

The problem concerning the existence of another causal solutions

is still an open question, unless we introduce artificial

traints between the parameters a and 9.



Just to conclude, me «ish to point out that if higher-derivative

gravity has not entirely succeeded in healing tne causal patholo

gies of Gõael-type universes, it has at least bequeathed to us an

unusual result: a completely causal vacuum solution of the Gòdel-

-type. Moreover, this space-time has a seven-parameter maximal

group of motions (G?) while the remaining Gbdel-type metrics have

a G- . Solutions with a G-, of motions are !.nc«n to be very rare.
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